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Abstract
The practice of paediatric/neonatal interfacility transport continues to expand. Transport teams have evolved into mobile intensive care units capable of delivering state-of-the-art critical care during paediatric and neonatal transport. While outcomes are best for high-risk infants born in a tertiary care setting, high-risk mothers often cannot be safely transferred. Their newborns may then have to be transported to a higher level of care following birth. The present statement reviews issues relating to transport of the critically ill newborn population, including personnel, team competencies, skills, equipment, systems and processes. Six recommendations for improving interfacility transport of critically ill newborns are highlighted, emphasizing the importance of regionalized care for newborns.
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The development of regionalized secondary and tertiary care for critically ill newborns in Canada has necessitated the transport of neonates among facilities providing different levels of neonatal care. Despite existing recommendations for the interfacility transport of neonates,[1][3] variations in practice exist both in Canada and the United States.[4] Most Canadian neonatal intensive care units (NICUs) rely on hospital-based transport teams and use local emergency medical services (EMS) vehicles. The populations served, team composition, training and evaluation, processes and transport infrastructure differ widely. A lack of standardization in equipment, education, clinical competencies and quality indicators, together with a lack of resources, create barriers to optimal care such that outcomes also differ widely.[5] The present statement focuses on recommendations for improving the interfacility transport of critically ill newborns to tertiary centres or other centres providing appropriate levels of care.

Methods
A comprehensive search for transport-related articles using the Ovid SP search platform in MEDLINE (1948-2014) and EMBASE (1980-2014) was performed. Articles in the English language that included the key words “transportation of patients”, “intramural”, “intra-hospital”, “newborn”, “premature”, “high risk pregnancy”, “ambulance”, “air medical transport” or “air ambulance” were identified. A total of 1358 references from the two databases were reviewed. Once duplicates had been excluded, the remaining 1065 references were scanned for relevance. A total of 170 articles from 1973 onward were reviewed in depth for evidence of best practice or guidelines.

Transport models
Key to the success of regionalized perinatal care is the identification and transport of at-risk pregnant women, including those with pregnancies complicated by threatened preterm labour and fetal anomalies.[6] In utero transport is superior to transport of the unstable newborn[7][8] and neonatal outcomes are improved.[9][10]

The use of a specialized retrieval team for transfer is associated with improved outcomes, especially enhanced neonatal survival.[11] [12] Significantly more adverse events, including airway problems, the need for cardiopulmonary resuscitation, hypotension and loss of vascular access, occurred when a nonspecialized team transported paediatric patients (RR 41.5).[13] Similarly, one study by McPherson et
all[14] demonstrated a reduction in paediatric mortality rate from 23% to 9% when using specialized transport teams. Having dedicated transport teams rather than NICU staff on call for transport improves availability and mobilization as well as response times.[15]

Transport team composition
Teams usually operate under advanced medical directives with access to telephone medical advice, preferably from senior physicians with specific neonatal and transport expertise. Responsibility for patient care rests with the physician, who delegates to the team clinicians. Most transport teams consist of two members. In Canada, this team is typically a registered nurse (RN) and registered respiratory therapist (RT), both of whom have advanced practice skills and knowledge. Elsewhere, paramedics and/or emergency medical technicians (EMTs) may be used. Thompson[16] was one of the first to describe successful implementation of a team led by RNs who had completed an eight-week education program. The survival rate of neonates transported by the RN team was 81%, compared with a rate of 75% for neonates transported by the previous physician-led team. Other studies also report effective nurse-led retrieval teams, with shorter response times and equally effective neonatal care when compared with teams consisting of postgraduate trainees (residents and fellows).[17][18] There is no evidence that neonatal transport undertaken with staff from any particular professional background results in improved outcomes.[19] Lee et al.[20] have shown that a RN/RN team is less costly than other models until the number of transports exceeds 2760 annually, at which point an EMT team becomes least costly.

It is unclear whether some transports may benefit from the presence of a physician. There is no scoring tool for the accurate prediction of intratransport morbidity, although one simple method of stratifying patients who develop complications during transport has been published.[21] Another study failed to show enhanced outcomes when a neonatal fellow attended the delivery of high-risk infants before their transport.[22] Adams et al.[23] found greater success with intubations performed by RTs rather than residents, with an overall success of 92% versus 77%. McCloskey[24] examined predictability of the need for a physician before and after transport of critically ill paediatric patients. The responsible physician underestimated the need for a physician in only three cases (2%), whereas 73% had no decision discrepancy, suggesting that in three-quarters of the transports, it is possible at the time of the first call to determine whether a physician may provide additional benefit during patient transport. The cost effectiveness and health care effects of a physician-based transport team remain unproven.[25] However, participation in transport is an important educational component of residency programs in paediatrics and neonatal-perinatal medicine.[26]

A successful transport team requires good leadership, with team members who demonstrate flexibility, independence, critical thinking, timely judgment and problem solving skills, together with interpersonal and communication skills and appropriate crisis resource management. Team health and safety are also of primary importance, and should be considered when determining the best performance model.[2]

Team skills and training
Neonatal transfers generally require more interventions and involve more complications when compared with other populations. In one study of 295 neonatal transfers, 19.8% of the neonates required intubation, compared with 7.5% of infants and 4.9% children; almost half of transport complications in neonates were airway-related.[27] King and Woodward[28][29] provide a comprehensive list of necessary skills. Algorithms for such competencies as management of the difficult airway are recommended. [30] The Canadian Association of Paediatric Health Centres has recently made recommendations for clinician competencies to perform transport of maternal, neonatal and paediatric patients.[31] However, the acquisition and maintenance of competency in neonatal procedures is a challenge, and difficult skills need a longer time to master.[32] Assessing competence using an objective structured assessment of technical skills, checklists and global rating scales is ideal.[33] Retaining competencies requires regular practice and refreshers courses.[34]

Although operating room (OR) experience remains the ‘gold standard’ for learning intubation, students are also turning to simulation and task trainers as a necessary adjunct. Many teaching sites rely exclusively on mannequins, especially high-fidelity models, and some show success rates equivalent to operating room training (although the high-fidelity model has not proven superior in simulation for this task acquisition).[35]

Transport equipment and vehicles
As a mobile intensive care unit, transport vehicles, equipment and supplies must reflect the needs of the
patient population. Neonatal transport equipment includes a portable isolette fitted with ventilator, medical air, oxygen and nitric oxide, suction, monitors for vital signs, pulse oximetry and capnography (end tidal or transcutaneous carbon dioxide monitoring) as well as a defibrillator. Point-of-care laboratory testing for blood work should be mandatory. The limited market for transport equipment has resulted in homegrown, nonstandardized systems, with a tendency to equipment failure.\cite{36} The weight and bulk of equipment must not exceed standards for the occupational health and safety of crew members.\cite{37} The use of light, synthetic cylinders for gas, lithium ion batteries and lightweight frames reduced weights by 23\% on one team.\cite{38} The limited availability of assistive power lifts and hydraulic stretchers in Canada makes crew injuries common. Recent recommendations require all equipment to be fixed and crash-tested before use in air or land vehicles.\cite{39} Some transport teams have their own dedicated vehicles, permitting more customization of equipment and supplies, and faster response times.\cite{40} Using local EMS vehicles permits operation of lights and sirens, although these signals may not save time\cite{41} and actually increase risk.\cite{42}\cite{43}

The transport environment is challenging. Hypothermia is a frequent occurrence\cite{44} that is associated with increased mortality; using a warming mattress reduces the risk of hypothermia.\cite{45} Ambient noise and vibration are concerns in both land and air transport.\cite{46}\cite{47} Ear muffs, which are commercially available products and easily applied, have proven effective and should be used routinely to reduce noise effects.\cite{48} Similarly, an air-foam mattress and gel pillow can reduce potentially harmful vibrations that may lead to morbidity.\cite{49}

Although teams usually operate under advanced medical directives, ready access to round-the-clock telephone advice optimizes appropriate care. Smartphones and satellite phones enable such communications whether transporting by land or air, as well as permitting more secure transmission of photographs, medical images and electrocardiograms. It is increasingly possible to establish wireless connectivity with an electronic patient record, continuously track a patient’s vital signs, trend stabilization and avoid transmission errors. Webcams can also provide visual information for the home base during transport.

**Transport systems and processes**

A centralized process for team dispatch with a single number to call to access medical advice, a receiving physician and facility as well as triage and access to an appropriate transport team provides the most efficient streamlined practice.\cite{50} Triage tools for assessing illness severity can help to determine which infants require specific responses and resources.\cite{51} The specific referral diagnosis is less relevant than identifying the need to transport in determining mortality and morbidity.\cite{52}

Decreasing the time interval between receipt of the transport call and the team's arrival at the referring hospital is shown to improve outcomes.\cite{53} Ideally, the team should be dispatched before determining bed availability or even identifying the receiving hospital. An accurate bed registry helps with assigning appropriate resources. When EMS vehicles rather than dedicated vehicles are used, the EMS mandate for emergency (ie, 911) calls competes with their availability, increasing mobilization and response times.\cite{54} In one study, the absence of dedicated vehicles resulted in a median dispatch time of 45 min to 50 min.\cite{55}

The decision to use an air ambulance or a land vehicle should be operational, dictated by distance, geography and weather. In Europe, helicopters reduced transport times by 75\% while the costs per transfer doubled, on average,\cite{56} and no consensus on cost versus benefit has emerged.\cite{57} A comparison of air and land ambulances in Ontario showed that transport times for land ambulances were significantly shorter over distances <100 km and equivalent for distances of 100 km to 250 km, which reflects the extra time needed to coordinate helicopter transport.\cite{58}

Fixed-wing aircraft used for longer flight distances (>250 km) necessitate airstrip availability and land vehicle transportation to and from airports. Special consideration must be given to patients in remote rural settings, where ready access to aircraft, typically a turboprop or small jet, is essential to making regionalized care possible.\cite{59}

**Responsibilities of referral and receiving institutions**

While the transport team is responsible for the actual move, the referral institution should be considered part of the team and the responsibilities of both the referring and receiving facilities clearly understood.\cite{60} \cite{61} This is particularly true in remote and rural areas. Building strong links with these areas and offering
outreach training in both resuscitation and stabilization before transport will help to clarify roles and responsibilities. Consent for transport is implied when the referring physician informs the family of the need to transfer their infant. Copies of pertinent records and medical images, a maternal blood sample and colostrum for early feeding should be provided. The placenta may be retained, double-bagged in a sealed container without formaldehyde, for pathology examination. The referral and transport teams share a legal responsibility for patient care during stabilization, and all relevant documentation should be copied for the patient’s medical chart. The transport team should obtain written consent to treat, transport and disclose health information for feedback to the referral institution. Specific consent is required for blood product administration. The child’s family should be provided with an information package on the tertiary facility’s location and policies.

Tertiary institutions share medicolegal responsibility for patient care as soon as they are aware of the patient. Transport teams must plan for times of resource shortage by working together with other teams in an integrated system. Telephone contact should be made with family following admission to the receiving hospital. Feedback to the referring team is essential for ensuring quality care and also provides an opportunity for outreach education. Joint mortality and morbidity rounds are helpful.

**Family-centred care**

Open and honest communication with family members includes information about an infant’s condition and general prognosis. Parents should be encouraged to be present throughout stabilization and, if possible, during transport.

**Transport quality assurance**

Team policies and procedures must be adhered to, including safety reporting, risk management, morbidity and mortality reviews, uniform code and professional codes of conduct. Evaluating the efficiency and effectiveness of transport teams and systems is problematic because transported patients vary in illness acuity and complexity. The Mortality Index for Neonatal Transportation (MINT) score correlates with mortality; the need for a blood gas measurement is a drawback and has not been further validated. The Transport Risk Index of Physiological Stability (TRIPS) score uses four empirically weighted items (temperature, blood pressure, respiratory status and response to noxious stimuli) to predict mortality at seven days and overall. Using the Risk Score for Transport Patients (RSTP), which differentiates infants requiring interventions en route from those who do not, has been proposed to aid triage.

In one study involving 346 neonatal transfers, 36% had adverse events, of which 67% were due to human error, 21% to equipment failures and 9% to ambulance problems. Communication failures occur at every phase of the transport process, especially at the time of handover between teams. A structured format for communication, such as SBARR (Situation, Background, Assessment, Recommendations, Readback), enhances communication, reduces errors and should be used for handovers.

All teams must collect and collate data, which provide utilization information and clinical outcome measures. Transport metrics have been recommended by the American Academy of Pediatrics and a Canadian initiative using a modified Delphi process resulted in similar metrics and definitions. All transport times, including mobilization, response and stabilization times, should be tracked for quality improvement and benchmarking. Neonatal stabilization time is typically double that for children (80 min versus 45 min). The primary goal for improving infant outcomes is to minimize the length of time it takes to get to the patient (the response time) and the time to arrival at the receiving hospital (the transport time). Transport time is often impacted by distance, weather and mode of transport, factors often beyond the control of care teams. A Canadian Transport Network comprising all specialized teams offering neonatal transport has been established and funded with a view to developing a standardized transport database housed by the Canadian Neonatal Network.

**Recommendations**

The following recommendations for improving transport teams are drawn from the literature and based on consensus opinion or observational studies. The literature regarding this topic does not lend itself to the application of a GRADE system.

- Teams used to transport newborns to tertiary neonatal-perinatal centres should be specifically dedicated for transport, based at a tertiary hospital and have expertise in the care of newborns. The inclusion of maternal and paediatric populations should depend on patient volumes, resources and needs.
• A collaborative practice model, with one RN working with either another RN, an RT or an EMT/paramedic with expertise in neonatal or paediatric transport, is the optimal neonatal transport team. Medical ‘on line’ control is best provided by an experienced neonatologist with expertise in transport medicine.

• Specific training in airway management and other procedural skills using effective teaching methods and validated assessment tools is recommended. Refresher skills courses and ongoing clinical assessment help to ensure maintenance of competencies.

• Transport teams must have the equipment and supplies necessary to provide intensive care and meet all land and air ambulance specifications for safety. Transport safety measures for thermal regulation and noise reduction must be employed. Dedicated team vehicles permit the storage of equipment, supplies and the hydraulic lifts or stretchers needed for team and patient safety.

• Policies and procedures must be in place to guide team performance and ensure optimal patient outcomes. A single access point, with provincial/territorial coordination and integration of transport modes, must ensure the immediate availability of medical advice, the rapid dispatch of a transport team, and the identification of a receiving hospital. Communication with families, referral and receiving staff from first contact to admission, is essential.

• Transport teams must have a database that captures both the severity of illness, and clinical and utilization metrics, including transport times, which can be used for benchmarking, quality improvement and research.
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